
	  
	  

WHAT	  TO	  EXPECT	  FROM	  FOODICYN!	  
(This	  pertains	  mostly	  to	  the	  Purification	  mode	  but	  use	  as	  a	  guideline	  for	  all	  doses)	  

 
You are about to embark on an amazing cellular awakening journey. The following 
information will help you understand what to expect throughout the journey. There are 
also guidelines to help keep you on track with what you can and cannot have along the 
way together with some key points to understanding digestion so you can get the most 
out of Foodicyn.  

What should I expect?  

Days 1 and 2 are pretty normal. Take this time to get used to the taste and texture and 
realize it’s all for your body and not for you!!!���  Days 3 and 4 are the hardest. Lethargy 
sets in and a nagging headache appears that you can’t seem to get rid of. This is your 
body cleansing. All the free radicals are being forced out of your organs as they are being 
replaced with fresh vitamins and minerals. These radicals are now dead and floating in 
your blood stream and need to be passed out through urine, so drink lots and lots of water 
(and no headache pills!!!)  

Day 5 is like a re-awakening. You get out of bed feeling like a brand new person. ���  From 
day 6 onwards, you are literally training yourself how to keep up your new found levels 
of wellness and obtain a better understanding of how to treat your body right, setting 
yourself up for a long healthy life!  

What else am I allowed while on the program?  

Be creative with what Mother Nature has provided but the key is to keep it simple. What 
we have to remember here is the ultimate goal is to alkaline our bodies so it is able to 
repair itself. This is only possible through fresh whole fruits and vegetables. FACT – 
95% OF ALL FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARE ALKALINE AND 95% OF 
EVERYTHING ELSE IS ACAIDC. What state do you have in your body right now??? 

Abundant fruits and veggies is what you HAVE TO eat. Anything else in moderation and 
make simple easy choices for your body!  

NOTHING IN A BOX, CAN, TUBE, BOTTLE, JAR OR PACKET OR ANYTHING 
ELSE WITH AN EXPIRY DATE  

Am I allowed something sweet?  

Through	  years	  of	  acidic	  living,	  you	  have	  taught	  your	  body	  to	  crave	  sugar.	  All	  it	  does	  
is	  satisfy	  your	  taste	  buds	  until	  its	  gone	  then	  spends	  the	  next	  8	  –	  12	  hours	  feeding	  all	  
the	  nasties	  in	  your	  body	  until	  it	  leaves	  your	  system.	  Every	  acidic	  meal	  or	  snack	  you	  
have	  has	  the	  same	  effect	  on	  your	  body.	  Only	  clean	  pure	  fresh	  whole	  fruit	  and	  
vegetables	  will	  clean	  you	  out,	  so,	  only	  sugars	  from	  fruits,	  young	  coconuts,	  dates,	  
currants,	  or	  a	  delicious	  hand	  full	  of	  nuts	  will	  do.	  (source	  raw	  dessert	  recipes)	  
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NOTHING	  IN	  A	  BOX,	  CAN,	  TUBE,	  BOTTLE,	  JAR	  OR	  PACKET	  OR	  ANYTHING	  ELSE	  
WITH	  AN	  EXPIRY	  DATE	  	  
	  
What should I avoid?  

EVERYTHING IN A BOX, CAN, TUBE, BOTTLE, JAR OR PACKET OR 
ANYTHING ELSE WITH AN EXPIRY DATE       

NO GLUTEN – that means NO BREAD WHAT-SO-EVER! NO PASTA (you might 
hate me now, but you’ll love me after!)  

What about alcohol and coffee?  

To really get the most of this program, you will need to let them go…for now. What you 
will soon come to realize is that you no longer NEED your morning coffee fix. Your 
energy levels will be higher than if you had coffee and the beauty is they will stay there 
ALL DAY AND NIGHT LONG!!!  

What could happen after the first month? 

• ���	  More energy��� 
• Higher levels of alertness  
• Better sleep��� 
• Whiter eyes ��� 
• Smoother skin��� 
• Healthier movements  
• Less aches and pains  
• Faster working body  
• Better all round health 
• ���A sharper mind  
• And most definitely.....WEIGHT LOSS  

Other effects Foodicyn has had on human bodies 

• Lower	  blood	  pressure	   
• Lower	  cholesterol	   
• Lower	  blood	  sugars	   
• Higher	  Iron	  levels	   
• Lower	  Iron	  Levels	  (individual	  case)	   
• Eased	  the	  suffering	  of	  Diverticulitis	   
• A	  more	  alkaline	  body 
• Healthier	  eating	  habits	   

	  

REMEMBER:	  You	  are	  one	  craving	  variety	  and	  flavor	  and	  all	  your	  body	  is	  asking	  for	  is	  



	  
simple	  easy	  to	  digest,	  rich	  in	  vitamin	  and	  mineral	  living	  wholefoods.	  That’s	  what	  
FOODICYN	  was	  designed	  to	  do,	  give	  back	  goodness	  to	  you	  body,	  and	  it	  does,	  and	  it	  
works!!!	   

Try	  it	  for	  a	  week	  and	  feel	  the	  difference...try	  it	  for	  a	  month	  and	  see	  the	  difference!	   

There has never been a quicker fix to health than what Mother Nature has already 
provided for us! FOODICYN has just made it easy and more convenient to put 
abundance into our bodies.  

Good luck and feel like you have only dreamed of feeling in just one week...and change 
the way you live!  

KEY POINTS:  

Drinking the tonic upon waking awakens the system and flushes out the toxins.���  Eating 
the Protein porridge fills your belly and feeds your muscles and joints.  Drinking the 
GREEN and RED ensures your body of cooling and soothing alkalinity and a large dose 
of Vitamins and Minerals.  ���Always drink a full cup or more of water before you eat or 
snack. This flushes the system and also fills you up so you don’t eat as much. Try doing 
this at least 5 minutes before eating.���  Try eating fresh salads for lunch (no processed 
dressings). Fill up on fruit and veggies. Chomp on a cucumber or carrot, bite into a 
tomato, and spread some avocado on brown rice crackers with tomatoes. Find what 
works for you and do it. Change it up from time to time so you don’t get bored. Google 
raw salad recipes. They are fantastic.���Try not to eat later than 7:30pm. 
 
KEY NOTES: 

 

NEVER drink after eating, always before. By drinking after, you are diluting the gut 
juices and hindering the digestive process, making your body work overtime.  ���For 
breakfast, snack, lunch and snack, remember to feed your body by eating items that are 
alkaline (almost all fruits and vegetables) or food that come only from Mother Nature’s 
back yard.  

Remember, your body is not the one craving Gourmet food, just nutrition. It’s your mind 
and the choices available to us that make us want variety. Give your body nutrition 
during the day (FOODICYN)  and feed your mind with gourmet at night – albeit, by still 
making the right decisions for your body.  

Keeping your metabolism going will assist in ensuring your digestive system is working 
well, will keep your energy levels high and a huge bonus is a working metabolism = 
weight loss. This only occurs if you eat every 2.5 – 3.5hrs  

THIS IS ATTAINABLE  

Wishing you abundance of health and wellness on your journey Marc Neumann  


